In this Project, you will create a PowerPoint or video presentation journaling a week in the life of your pet. You will need to complete the following steps:

1. Choose a pet (this may be a stuffed animal, a figurine, a pet made out of paper or even a real pet) and give it a name.

2. Create a PowerPoint, Prezi or video which includes the following:
   a. A title slide (Simply write/draw this out on a piece of paper for a video)
   b. A pet photo and introduction slide with at least 3 sentences about your pet: ¿Cómo se llama? ¿Qué animal es? ¿Cómo es?
   c. A slide for each day of the week (lunes-domingo) which has at least 3 sentences about what your pet does each day. You must include a picture you have taken of your pet doing what you describe. Do not repeat your activities!
   d. A written transcript for video submissions. (typed or neatly written)

3. Present your PowerPoint or video to the class on Friday, May 25th, 2018. If you choose to create a PowerPoint then you must do a live presentation. Videos will be aired in class.

You will be graded on the following criteria:

- **(5pts)** Title slide – Project name, Student name, Date (all in Spanish)
- **(10pts)** Introduction of pet
- **(70 pts)** Slide for each day of the week with at least 3 sentences each day and photo(s). (10 pts each)
- **(15 pts)** Presentation – proper pronunciation, well-rehearsed (not just read off of slides), good eye contact with audience (if live presentation).

**TOTAL of 100 possible points**